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Figure S1. Linear regression with combined CNV parent of origin data. Loge-transformed male to 

female parental origin ratio regressed on loge-transformed male to female recombination rate ratio. 

Curated parent of origin data from multiple published studies is collapsed by loci into single data points 
(Additional File 4: Table S4).  Recombination rates are associated with male-to-female parental origin 
ratios (multiple R2 = 0.8344, p = 0.004, β = 0.9728, 95% CI: (0.47449531,1.471012)). This estimate is 
not influenced by any particular data point as demonstrated by a sensitivity analysis (Additional File 
4:Table S5). Loci are color coded by reported bias. Blue: loci with reported paternal biases, pink: loci with 
maternal biases, black: loci with equal male and female parental origin rates, white: loci where no test for 
parental origin bias conducted in literature. Error bars correspond to upper and lower bounds of 95% 
confidence interval. 



 
 

Figure S2. Linear regression for CNV parent of origin data separated by deletions and 
duplications. Loge-transformed male to female parental origin ratio regressed on loge-transformed male 

to female recombination rate ratio. Curated parent of origin data from multiple published studies is 
separated into deletions and duplications at each locus (Additional File 4:Table S6). Recombination rates 

are associated with male to female parent origin ratios (multiple R2 = 0.8338, p = 0.0005, β = 0.9780, 95 
% CI: (0.5877445,1.368187)). Data points are color coded by reported bias. Blue: loci with reported 
paternal biases, pink: loci with maternal biases, black: loci with equal male and female parental origin 
rates, white: loci where no test for parental origin bias conduced in literature. Circles and squares 
represent deletions and duplications, respectively. Error bars correspond to upper and lower bounds of 
95% confidence interval. Note deletions (black circle) and duplications (white square) at 7q11.23 have 
similar male to female parental origin ratios and overlap on the plot. 


